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Cost of asylum centres rises significantly
Move to house 5,500 asylum seekers in
new provision centres runs over budget
Cost of housing people escalating as
numbers increase, says department
JENNIFER BRAY
Political Reporter

Government plans to house up
to 5,500 asylum seekers in new
direct provision centres are
running over the expected
budget, with three of eight
regional contracts awarded.
The secretary general of the
Department of Justice, Aidan
O’Driscoll, told the Public
Accounts Committee in a letter
that the department needed to
find new accommodation centres because of a rise in the number of people arriving in Ireland
seeking international protec-

tion. He said the procurement
of such centres would be done
through regional advertisements.
Three contracts have been
awarded in the midwest, the
southeast and the midlands. In
the midlands, it had been
estimated the contract would
be worth ¤11 million, but the
final contract awarded was
worth ¤27.6 million.
In the southeast, it had been
estimated the contract would
be worth ¤28 million. However
the one announced has a value
of ¤36.9 million.
In the midwest, it had been

estimated the contract would
cost ¤15.7 million but the
amount awarded was less and
came in at ¤12 million, the
documents state.
Minister for Justice Charlie
Flanagan said the exact
locations of the centres have
not yet been decided but he said
he wanted to ensure local communities are fully consulted.
‘Localcommunities’
“What I am anxious to ensure is
that when centres are selected,
that we engage fully with local
communities in a way that
ensures a welcome and in a way
that ensures best practice and
in a way that we can learn the
lessons from some pretty
difficult and sad experiences
earlier in the year,” he told
RTÉ’s News at One.
Dr Michael Harty, an Independent TD for Clare, said
asylum seekers in his
constituency had settled in
well. “If you look at the

situation in Lisdoonvarna,
there was a lot of public anxiety
at first but in reality it has been
very successful. The schools
could absorb those children
and the local health service was
able to absorb those patients.
They have been successfully
integrated and some have even

‘‘

The exact
locations of
the centres have
not yet been
decided

spoken about how welcomed
and well received they were.”
In a statement yesterday
evening, the Department of
Justice said “the number of
additional bed spaces any
potential new centres will bring
will only become clear once all
tenders are completed and any
new offers are assessed for
suitability”. The department

said that due to a rise of almost
60 in people seeking international protection this year,
there are currently 37 hotels
and guesthouses being used to
provide short-term accommodation on a bed and full-board
basis to some 1,500 people.
“The department has consistently made clear that this is a
temporary measure which will
only be continued until
sufficient places are available
within the accommodation
centre system for all those who
wish to avail of the offer of
accommodation while their application is being processed.”
Underpressure
The department has been
under pressure following 3,762
applications in the first nine
months of this year, the highest
level since 2008.
Meanwhile, the 14 men
found in the back of a truck on a
Rosslare-bound ferry have
claimed asylum. The men,

New¤808,000printer too bigtofitinto Oireachtas
CRAIG HUGHES

The Houses of the Oireachtas
paid ¤808,000 for a
state-of-the-art printer and
then had to pay more than
¤230,000 on works to get it
into a building because the
original measurements taken
were wrong.
The Komori printer, which
could not be installed for 10
months, has been put in place,
but a number of Oireachtas
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¤236,000

door-frames in Kildare House,
would be enough to allow for
the printer to be installed.
However, the Office of Public
Amount paid out on work to
Works began to issue warnings
get the state-of-the-art printer
from August last year ahead of
to fit into Kildare House
its arrival, saying installation
would “require a much more
substantial project than we
Komori’s Irish agents, Portman ‘Minorwork’
Graphics in Ballymount Indus- Following the agreement in have under way on site”.
trial Estate in Dublin; but later, May last year with Komori, the
Storedforfree
storage fees of ¤2,000 a month Houses of the Oireachtas
Over ¤230,000 spent
Because of the problems, the were charged. The printer was believed “minor work”, such as
on work to fit printer:
printer was stored for free by delivered on December 5th, the temporary removal of
page 2

staff are refusing to be trained
on how to operate it until they
are given a pay rise.
Documents obtained by The
Irish Times under the Freedom
of Information Act show the
original measurements taken
failed to ensure the printer had
the 3.1m height clearance
needed.
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last year. In a note written a
week later, Oireachtas head of
communications Derek Dignam told secretary general
Peter Finnegan the printer
could not be returned because
the contract had been signed.
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believed to be Kurds, were
discovered in the trailer of the
lorry which was heading to the
Co Wexford port on the Stena
ferry from Cherbourg, France.
Two other people found in
the truck, who are children and
deemed unaccompanied minors, are now in the care of
Tusla, the Garda said.
Driver not suspect in
case of 16 stowaways:
page 4
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Harris issues
warning on
abortion
services

Protest
over
organist’s
removal
PATSY McGARRY
Religious Affairs Correspondent

A former Church of Ireland
warden at Drumcliffe, Co Sligo, has written an open letter
to the rector and local bishop
there protesting at the recent
removal of an organist, after
20 years’ service, following
his marriage to a man.
In her letter to Rev Isaac
Hanna and Bishop of Kilmore, Elphin and Ardagh
Ferran Glenfield, Annie
West “emphatically and utterly” condemned “a recent
instruction from rector Isaac
Hanna that as soon as he is
married,
John
[a
pseudonym] is no longer welcome to come and play the organ at either Drumcliffe or
Munninane churches because as rector he feels uncomfortable”. The decision
had apparently been made
“unilaterally”, without any
consultation, she said.
Rev Hanna, archdeacon of
Elphin and Ardagh, is rector
of Drumcliffe, Lissadell, and
Munninane in Co Sligo.
Piped music is currently being used at services.

Legal requirements for terminations
must be met, says Minister for Health
Directive follows case where couple’s test
results indicated fatal foetal abnormality
PAUL CULLEN
Health Editor

Hospitals providing abortion
services have been told to ensure they meet the legal requirements for carrying out
lawful terminations of pregnancy and for notifying the
Minister for Health when they
have done so.
The reminder was issued by
HSE chief clinical officer Dr
Colm Henry, at the request of
the Department of Health,
and sent to all providers of termination services in a letter,
seen by The Irish Times, earlier this month.
Although the letter does
not refer to a specific case, it
deals with issues that arose in
the recent case of a couple
who had a termination at the
National Maternity Hospital
after they received test results
indicating their baby had a fatal foetal abnormality.
A later, more comprehensive test result, received after
the termination had been carried out, showed he had no genetic condition.
Legislation
In the letter, Dr Henry said in
order for a lawful termination
to be carried out, there is a requirement for all doctors involved to examine the pregnant woman and to certify
their reasonable opinion that
the requirements of the legislation have been fulfilled.
“Where the Act calls for
more than one medical practitioner to be involved, it should
be noted that it is the responsibility of each medical practitioner to examine the pregnant woman concerned in order to form a reasonable opinion in good faith and to certify
that the termination may be

carried out,” Dr Henry wrote.
The Health (Regulation of
Termination of Pregnancy)
Act 2018, which provides for
the introduction of abortion
services, says two doctors
must examine the woman in
cases where the termination is
being sought due to a
condition likely to lead to the
death of the foetus.
Compliance
In this case, the couple say the
woman was seen by only one
obstetrician at the hospital,
though two doctors certified
the termination as required by
the Act.
The hospital told the department last May it was correctly
interpreting the Act and had
appropriate policies, practices and procedures in place to
ensure full compliance. It is understood the second doctor examined the woman’s test results and the hospital regards
this as fulfilling the requirement in the legislation for her
to be “examined”.
Dr Henry has also reminded hospitals of the requirement to notify the Minister for
each termination by returning
a form within 28 days of the
procedure.
In the National Maternity
Hospital case, two months
elapsed from the time of the
termination before the notification was submitted.
The letter to the Minister is
dated May 13th. On that day,
solicitor Caoimhe Haughey,
who had been engaged by the
couple after they became dissatisfied with the hospital’s responses to their questions,
wrote to the hospital for the
first time about a number of issues, including the absence of
certifications of the termination.

HousecallAheronfliesofffromsuburbangarden
■ A heron in the garden of a house beside the River Liffey in Chapelizod, Dublin. PHOTOGRAPH: CRISPIN RODWELL

Over ¤230,000 spent on work to fit printer
Officials miscalculated measurements
leading to extra costs for structural work
CRAIG HUGHES

“Significant” and costly structural works had to be carried
out to fit an ¤808,000 stateof-the-art printer into the Houses of the Oireachtas offices in
Leinster House.
Internal emails show that Oireachtas officials miscalculated
the measurements required for
the Komori printer to fit into either of the two printing rooms
in the building on Kildare
Street.
Documents obtained under
the Freedom of Information
Act show the Oireachtas estimated the work required to accommodate the printer would
cost ¤236,000. This included
tearing down walls and embedding structural steel in order to
give it the height clearance it
needs to operate.

However, building sources
have said the final bill for building works would have been substantially higher.
The machine – which is 2.1m
high by 1.9m wide – was delivered to Ireland on December
5th, 2018, by the UK manufacturer. But it was placed in storage in Ballymount Industrial Estate, with the company’s Dublin
agent, Portman Graphics, because the relevant works had
not been completed.
Storagecosts
The storage costs amounted to
¤2,000 a month, after an initial
gratis period of four months.
The total cost amounted to
¤12,000 when the printer was finally installed on September
28th, 2019, according to the documents.
While the printer has been in-

stalled at Kildare House, it is
not currently in use due to an industrial relations stand-off between the Oireachtas and staff
tasked with using the machine,
who argue they need to be remunerated for work that requires
upskilling.
It is also understood IT staff
in the Oireachtas are reluctant
to allow the printer to be granted the requested server permissions in order for it to run.
A briefing note from December 12th, 2018, to secretary general Peter Finnegan by the then
head of communications Derek
Dignam indicated that it was
not possible to return the printer to the manufacturer after the
error was discovered as the contract had already been signed.
“As the press has now been
contracted for, the supplier is
entitled to payment irrespective of difficulties now being
experienced in respect of the
required
structural
works,” Mr Dignam wrote.
“To manage this unforeseen
scenario we have agreed that
the press will be stored in the

agent’s premises until the work
have been completed.”
The Oireachtas put out the
tender in March 2018 for “a
four-colour printing press, folding machines, guillotines and
the installation and maintenance of same”, with an agreement being signed on May 31st.
Minorwork
An email from Siobhán
Malone, facilities manager at
the Houses of the Oireachtas,
shows that initially the plan was
to schedule “delivery in early
September [2018]”.
She noted it would require
minor work, such as “temporarily remov[ing] the metal door
frame at the Kildare House
ramp (external doors) and
wooden internal doorframes
(fire doors) to allow the machine to be installed”.
However, the first warnings
that there was a major problem
were voiced on August 14th
when Hilary Vandenberghe, a
senior architect at the Office of
Public Works – which was
tasked with overseeing the

delivery and installation of the
printer – queried the measurements supplied to her.
“I note that the 3,160mm
head height for operating the
machine would not be achievable without significant structural works and mechanical works
to the services floor overhead,”
she wrote. “This would require
a much more substantial project than we have under way on
site – has there been any discussion on this with the suppliers
at tender stage?”
Two days later Ms Vandenberghe told the Oireachtas officials that “it will not be possible
to provide a compliant working
area to make the new printer operational within this space”.
Chairman of the Public
Accounts Committee Seán
Fleming, a Fianna Fáil TD, said
the expenditure would be
examined. “It’s not something
that was raised with the
committee when the Oireachtas were before us earlier this
year, but it is definitely
something that the PAC will
want to look at,” he said.

‘Inexplicablycruel’
It is understood that neither
John nor his husband, who
were married in a civil ceremony on October 27th, wish
to comment on the matter.
In her letter, Ms West
claimed the decision had discriminated against “one of
the kindest and most generous, faithful servants of the
church in the most inexplicably cruel way”. She recalled
that her grandmother had
played the organ in Drumcliffe “all her life” and that,
latterly, John had “played in
Drumcliffe and Munninane
unstintingly every Sunday
for 20-plus years . . . Sunday
after Sunday, funerals, weddings and special occasions
as rectors came and went,
died, fired or retired”.
It is understood the first
John knew of the instruction
from Rev Hanna was when
the archdeacon visited his
home on October 11th. The
matter was discussed further
at a local vestry meeting with
Rev Hanna on October 22nd.
In a statement, the diocese
said Bishop Glenfield would
meet the rector and select
vestry of Drumcliffe and
Munninane parishes in the
coming week.

On the stump, and on message: TDs hone their social strategies
Pat
Leahy

PoliticalEditor

There are rules and
conventions – it’s
just not always clear
how to apply them
+“If you have to go down and
paint the school yourself, that’s
what you’ll do,” the celebrated
Fianna Fáil strategist PJ Mara ,
who masterminded Bertie
Ahern’s three general election
victories, once said of his
instructions to TDs in advance
of general election campaigns.
Mara – and Ahern – knew the
political value of being seen to
“deliver” locally for any TD: to

bring government investment
to the locality and the constituency. Ideally, it is immediate,
obvious and tangible. And
freshly painted.
Having been several years in
preparation, the Government’s
National Broadband Plan is
none of those things. But Fine
Gael TDs were following the
Mara/Ahern playbook this
week when the broadband
contract was signed in a primary school in rural Wicklow.
TDs, Senators and candidates from the governing party
immediately flooded social
media with details of the good
news of State investment in
their locality, conveniently
broken down by constituency.
“Fine Gael is investing
¤89 million in 22,342 premises
to connect our county.”
“Fine Gael is investing
¤145 million to connect 36,360
premises in Mayo.”
“Fine Gael is investing
¤128 million to connect 32,000
homes.”
A spokeswoman for the
Department of Communications insists Fine Gael was not
informed in advance of the
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details of the broadband plan –
including the constituency- byconstituency breakdown – until
the document was published
on Tuesday morning.
The Fine Gael press office
had supplied templates to
every TD and candidate in
advance, with detailed instructions for publication. It had
graphics and syndicated
statements ready to go. Once
the numbers were released for
each constituency – “¤89 million!” “22,000 premises!” –
they were inserted and published. TDs put them out on
Twitter accounts, Facebook
pages and press releases.
Sportscapitalgrants
Party officials did the same
with the previous week’s
release of sports capital grants,
setting up templates for TDs
and candidates to trumpet Fine
Gael’s generosity to hundreds
of sports clubs. Many posted
videos of themselves at the
sports clubs in question,
announcing the grants. It’s a
huge deal for TDs if they get
credit for “delivering” grants to
local clubs. For many, it would

be hard to think of something
they care more about.
Opposition TDs raged at the
conflation of public investment
with Fine Gael generosity. In
the Dáil, Fianna Fáil leader

Micheál Martin raised questions. “The Government
organised a Fine Gael event,”
he complained. “This is a
serious occurrence which
represents a blurring of

office-holding and Government activity with party
political campaigning.”
This isn’t the first time
Fianna Fáil has got agitated on
the subject.The party scored a
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significant political victory
when it forced the abandonment of the Strategic Communications Unit – set up by Leo
Varadkar in order to communicate the work of Government,
but viewed by the Opposition
as a vehicle for promoting Fine
Gael in government. Senior
officials were always wary of it,
and Fianna Fáil managed to
kick up sufficient fuss to have it
wound down.
Official figures show the
extent of Government spending on communications.
According to figures supplied
by the Department of the
Taoiseach, almost ¤850,000 of
public money was spent
promoting and advertising the
Government’s national
development plan this year.
That’s one thing as a Government information campaign;
but were it used for party
political purposes, it would
hand an enormous political
advantage to Fine Gael – at the
public’s expense.
Not abusing the power of
government for political
purposes is one of the great
challenges for any government. The truth is that the
longer they are in office, the
more politicians tend to
identify the national interest
with their own interests. If that
was once the preserve of
Fianna Fáil – and senior party
figures acknowledge they
might have had questions to
answer in the past, to put it
mildly – that is no longer the
case. Fine Gael is now gunning
for three terms in a row.
Most countries have rules
and conventions about the
responsibility of ministers to
act in the national interest,

rather than pursue partisan
political gain.
In Ireland, the code of
conduct for office-holders
exhorts ministers to “act only
by reference to and dedicate
the resources of their offices in
furtherance of the public
interest”.
It has a specific provision
regarding the use of the
facilities of office: “Office
holders are provided with
facilities at public expense in
order that public business may
be conducted effectively. The
use of these facilities should be
in accordance with this principle. Holders of public office
enjoy an enhanced public
profile and should be mindful
of the need to avoid use of
resources in a way that could
reasonably be construed as an
inappropriate raising of profile
in the context of a general
election.”
Trickyterritory
But the interface of government and politics can often be
tricky, indistinct territory.
Look at it one way and it falls on
one side of the line; another
way, and it falls on the other.
There are rules and conventions – it’s just not always clear
how to apply them.
Senior civil servants – the
permanent officials, not the
politically appointed advisers –
have to police the rules, to
ensure ministers don’t cross
the line. Before reaching for
the rules, they apply a smell
test: does this smell a
bit . . . off? Should the minister
really be doing this? As a
general election approaches
next year, their noses will be
twitching more than usual.
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